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High transverse momentum ($p_T$) particle yield measured at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) was found to be strongly suppressed in relativistic heavy-ion collisions compared to elementary proton-proton collisions [1–4]. It was concluded that the strong high-$p_T$ suppression is due to final-state effects in the hot and dense quark–gluon plasma created in those collisions [1–4]. Instrumental to this conclusion was the control experiment of proton–nucleus, or deuteron–gold ($d + Au$) collisions as realized at RHIC, that excluded cold nuclear effects as the possible primary cause for the suppression [1–4]. The observations of the long-range pseudorapidity separation ($\Delta \eta$) dihadron correlations at small relative azimuth ($\Delta \phi$) in control experiments $p + p$ and $p + Pb$ [5–7] collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) were therefore surprising, because the observed long-range correlations were similar to the novel long-range correlation first discovered in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC [8–11], called the “ridge”. The heavy-ion ridge was primarily attributed to collective anisotropic flow [12]. Collective flow is not normally expected for small collision systems where the dihadron correlations are dominated by jet correlations. To reduce or remove jet contributions, dihadron correlation in low-multiplicity collisions was subtracted from that in high-multiplicity collisions in previous experiments [6,7,13]. Applying such a subtraction procedure revealed a back-to-back ridge at $\Delta \phi \sim \pi$, along with the ridge at $\Delta \phi \sim 0$ in $p + Pb$ at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV [6,7]. Using the same subtraction technique, PHENIX also observed a (near- and away-side) double ridge in $d + Au$ collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV within $|\Delta \eta| < 0.7$ [13]. As observed in larger systems, the double ridge is reminiscent of a non-jet elliptic flow contribution [14,15]. Other physics mechanisms have however also been proposed, such as the color glass condensate where two-gluon densities are enhanced at small $\Delta \phi$ over a wide range of $\Delta \eta$ [16–18], or quantum initial anisotropy from the space momentum uncertainty principle [19].

The difference in dihadron correlations between high- and low-multiplicity events would be attributable to non-jet physics if jetlike correlations are identical in these two event classes. However, since jet particle production contributes to the overall multiplicity, the selection of high-multiplicity events may demand a relatively large number of jet-correlated particles. In fact, such differences have been observed previously by the STAR experiment in two-particle correlations in $p + p$ and various multiplicity $d + Au$ collisions [20,21]. Most studies to date have attempted to remove/reduce the simple auto-correlations between jet production and enhanced multiplicity by selecting events via multiplicity measurements at large $\Delta \eta$ from the jet. STAR, with its pseudorapidity and azimuthal coverage larger than typical jet sizes, is well suited to investigate the details of dihadron jetlike correlations and possible effects from event selection.

The data reported here were taken during the $d + Au$ run in 2003 by the STAR experiment [21,22]. The details of the STAR experiment can be found in Ref. [23]. Minimum-bias (MB) $d + Au$ events were triggered by coincidence of signals from the Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC) $|\eta| > 6.5$ [24] and the Beam-Beam Counters (BBC) [23]. Charged particle tracks were reconstructed in the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [25] and the forward TPC (FTPC) [26]. The primary vertex was determined from reconstructed tracks in the TPC. In this analysis events were required to have a primary vertex position $|z_{\text{vertex}}| < 50$ cm from the center of TPC. Particle tracks used in the correlation analysis were from the TPC ($|\eta| < 1$), and required to have at least 25 out of the maximum possible of 45 hits and a distance of closest approach to the primary vertex within 3 cm.

Two quantities were used to select $d + Au$ events: the charged particle multiplicity within $3.8 < \eta < -2.8$ measured by the FTPC in the Au-beam direction (FTPC-Au) [21,22] and the neutral energy (attenuated ADC signal) measured by the ZDC in the Au-beam direction (ZDC-Au). These measures are referred to, in this article, generally as “event activity.” While positive but weak correlations were observed between these measures, the same event fraction percentage defined by these measures, e.g. events with the 0–20% highest FTPC-Au multiplicities or ZDC-Au energies, correspond to significantly different $d + Au$ event samples.

The two particles in pairs used in dihadron correlations are customarily called trigger and associated particle [3]. The trigger particle is typically chosen at high $p_T$ and all other particles are used as associated particles. In this analysis pair density distributions $\frac{1}{N_{\text{trig}}} d^2N \frac{d^2N}{d\Delta \phi d\Delta \eta}$ are measured in relative azimuthal angle $\Delta \phi$ and pseudorapidity distance $\Delta \eta$ and are normalized by the number of trigger particles. The correlation data are corrected for the associated particle tracking efficiency of $85\% \pm 5\%$ (syst.) [21,22], which does not vary from low to high event activity in $d + Au$ collisions. Here, high (low) event activity refers to event classes selected by high (low) FTPC-Au multiplicities or ZDC-Au neutral energies. The detector non-uniformity in $\Delta \phi$ and acceptance in $\Delta \eta$ is corrected by the event-mixing technique, where the trigger particle from one event is paired with associated particles from another event. To reduce statistical fluctuations, each trigger particle is mixed with associated particles from ten other events. The mixed events are required to be within $1\text{ cm}$ in $z_{\text{vertex}}$, with the same multiplicity (measured by FTPC-Au) or within similar zero-degree
neutral energy (measured by ZDC-Au). The mixed-event correlations are normalized to 100% at $\Delta \eta = 0$.

Dihadron correlations, after combinatorial background subtraction, are often used to study correlations originating from jets [3]. However, other correlations than jets are also present, such as resonance decays. The parts of the dihadron correlations used for the jet study are therefore referred to as “jetlike” correlations in this Letter. In order to obtain jetlike correlations in $d + Au$ collisions, a uniform combinatorial background is subtracted. The background normalization is estimated by the Zero-Yield-At-Minimum (ZYAM) assumption \([8,27]\). After the correlated yield distribution is folded into the range of $0 < \Delta \phi < \pi$, ZYAM is taken as the lowest yield average over a $\Delta \phi$ window of $\pi/8$ radian width. The ZYAM systematic uncertainty is estimated by the yields at the ZYAM $\Delta \phi$ location averaged over ranges of width of $\pi/16$ and $3\pi/16$ radians. We also fit the $\Delta \phi$ correlations by two Gaussians (with centroids fixed at 0 and $\pi$) plus a pedestal. The fitted pedestal is consistent with ZYAM within the statistical and systematic errors because the near- and away-side peaks are well separated in $d + Au$ collisions.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event selection</th>
<th>$x^2$/ndf</th>
<th>$\sigma$ ($\times 10^{-5}$)</th>
<th>$Y_{\text{jetlike}}$ ($\times 10^{-4}$)</th>
<th>$C$ ($\times 10^{-4}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTPC</td>
<td>40–100%</td>
<td>19/25</td>
<td>336 $\pm$ 7.1 $\pm$ 1</td>
<td>461 $\pm$ 11.5 $\pm$ 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20–40%</td>
<td>18/25</td>
<td>362 $\pm$ 8.3 $\pm$ 3</td>
<td>546 $\pm$ 16.14 $\pm$ 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0–20%</td>
<td>19/25</td>
<td>382 $\pm$ 10.9 $\pm$ 9</td>
<td>596 $\pm$ 19.15 $\pm$ 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDC</td>
<td>40–100%</td>
<td>19/25</td>
<td>352 $\pm$ 7.2 $\pm$ 2</td>
<td>501 $\pm$ 11.1 $\pm$ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20–40%</td>
<td>26/25</td>
<td>372 $\pm$ 9.7 $\pm$ 9</td>
<td>580 $\pm$ 18.17 $\pm$ 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0–20%</td>
<td>17/25</td>
<td>376 $\pm$ 10.3 $\pm$ 3</td>
<td>568 $\pm$ 20.17 $\pm$ 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The jetlike ratio $\alpha$ parameter can quantify the effect of the event selection on jetlike correlations. Fig. 2(b) shows the $p_T$ dependence of the $\alpha$ parameter. The systematic uncertainties are given by ZYAM uncertainties as in Fig. 2(a). Two sets of data points are shown: one (solid circles) has the trigger $p_T$ fixed to $0.5 < p_T^{(a)} < 1$ GeV/c and shows the $\alpha$ parameter as a function of the associated particle $p_T^{(a)}$ with bin of 0.5 GeV/c. This trigger $p_T$ range is similar to $0.5 < p_T^{(a)} < 0.75$ GeV/c used by PHENIX [13]. The $\alpha$ parameter is larger than unity and relatively insensitive to $p_T^{(a)}$ for this particular $p_T^{(a)}$ choice. The other set of points (solid triangles) shows $\alpha$ as function of $p_T^{(n)}$ with a fixed $p_T^{(n)}$ of 0.5 $< p_T^{(n)} < 1$ GeV/c. In this case the $\alpha$ parameter decreases with $p_T^{(n)}$.

There could be multiple reasons for the event-selection effects on jetlike correlations. One could be a simple selection bias due to auto-correlation: if the away-side jet contributes to the total FPMC-Au multiplicity, high FPMC-Au multiplicity events would prefer-
Fig. 1. The dihadron correlated yield normalized per radian per unit of pseudorapidity as function of $\Delta \eta$ in $d+Au$ collisions on the near ($|\Delta \phi| < \pi/3$, solid circles) and away side ($|\Delta \phi - \pi| < \pi/3$, open circles). Shown are the (a) low and (b) high FTPC-Au activity data, and the high-activity data after subtracting the (c) unscaled and (d) scaled low-activity data. Trigger and associated particles have $1 < p_T < 3$ GeV/c and $|\eta| < 1$. The Gaussian+pedestal fit to the near side is superimposed as the solid curves. Error bars are statistical and boxes indicate the systematic uncertainties.

Fig. 2. (a) The near-side jetlike correlated yield obtained from Gaussian fit as in Fig. 1 as function of the uncorrected $dN/d\eta$ at midrapidity measured in the TPC. Two event selections are used: FTPC-Au multiplicity (filled squares) and ZDC-Au energy (open squares). The curve is the result from a HIJING calculation. (b) The ratio of the correlated yields in high over low FTPC-Au multiplicity events as a function of $p_T^{00}$ ($p_T^{aa}$) where $p_T^{00}$ ($p_T^{aa}$) is fixed. Error bars are statistical and caps show the systematic uncertainties.

tially select jets either of larger energy or happening to fragment into more particles. However, such an auto-correlation bias is not observed in the HIJING model implementation as clearly shown in Fig. 2(a). Event-activity dependent sampling of jet energies could also be caused by other physics origins; for example, there could be positive correlations between particle production from jets and from underlying events. The dependence of jetlike correlations at midrapidity on forward event activity could be driven by such mechanisms as initial-state $k_T$ effects or final-state jet modifications by possible medium formation [3,4] in the small $d+Au$ collision system.

The PHENIX experiment reported a double-ridge difference in the dihadron $\Delta \phi$ correlations between high- and low-activity events in the acceptance range $0.48 < |\Delta \eta| < 0.7$ with event activity defined by total charge in the BBC at $-3.9 < \eta < -3$ [13]. Fig. 3(a) shows the STAR data analyzed in a similar acceptance of $0.5 < |\Delta \eta| < 0.7$ for high and low-activity events defined by the FTPC-Au which has similar $\eta$ coverage as PHENIX’s BBC. The systematic uncertainties shown by the histograms are the quadratic sum of those due to efficiency and ZYM, as well as the ZYM statistical error, because it is common for all $\Delta \phi$ bins. The correlated yields are larger in high- than in low-activity collisions on both the near and away side as previously discussed. The difference of the raw associated yield (i.e. no ZYM subtraction) in high-activity events minus the jetlike correlated yield (i.e. with ZYM subtraction) in low-activity events is shown in Fig. 3(b) by the open points. The systematic uncertainties are the quadratic sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties on ZYM of the low-activity data. The additional 5% efficiency uncertainty is not shown because it is an overall scale not affecting the shape of the dihadron correlation, therefore not affecting the physics conclusions. Back-to-back double ridges are apparent and are qualitatively consistent with the PHENIX observation [13]. However, the double-ridge structure is largely due to the residual jetlike correlation difference as demonstrated by our data above. Interpreting the double ridges as solely due to non-jet contributions in high-activity data is therefore premature.

Again, to account for the jetlike correlation difference, one may multiply the ZYM-subtracted low-activity data by the jetlike ratio $\alpha$ parameter before subtraction. Fig. 3(b) shows, as the solid points, the raw associated particle yield (i.e. no ZYM subtraction) in the high FTPC-Au multiplicity data after subtracting the $\alpha$-scaled jetlike correlated yield (i.e. with ZYM subtraction) in the low-multiplicity data. The systematic uncertainties include the
The dihadron correlated yield normalized per radial per unit of pseudorapidity as a function of $\Delta \phi$ in $d + Au$ collisions at low (40–100%), open circles and high (0–20%), closed circles) FTCP-Au multiplicities. Trigger and associated particles are $1 < p_T < 3$ GeV/c within $0.5 < |\Delta \eta| < 0.7$. ZYAM positions are indicated with arrows. (b) The raw associated yield at high FTCP-Au multiplicity minus the unscaled (open circles) and scaled (closed circles) ZYAM-subtracted correlated yields at low FTCP-Au multiplicity versus $\Delta \phi$. Error bars are statistical and boxes indicate the systematic uncertainties.

This section discusses the propagation of total error from ZYAM as well as the fit error on $\alpha$. The near-side difference is non-zero above the underlying event baseline for the $\Delta \eta$ range used. This is because this simple $\alpha$ scaling does not account for the observed broadening of the near-side jetlike peak from low- to high-activity collisions, although the jetlike yield difference has been taken care of. This causes a significantly larger difference in the intermediate range of $0.5 < |\Delta \eta| < 0.7$. When $\Delta \eta$ range closer to zero is used, e.g. $|\Delta \eta| < 0.3$, the jetlike difference is different (below the baseline) on the near side after $\alpha$ scaling. This is shown by the negative solid data points at $\Delta \eta \sim 0$ in Fig. 1(d). Barring the difference caused by the broadening, there is a finite pedestal value from the near-side Gaussian-$\alpha$-fit that increases with event activity as aforementioned. This pedestal difference remains in the near-side peak in Fig. 3(b).

After the jetlike contribution is removed by the scaled subtraction, the away-side difference is significantly diminished. The results are similar using the ZDC-Au event activity. This suggests that any possible contribution from non-jetlike long-range correlations, such as the back-to-back ridge, is small. Although it does a better job of removing jetlike contributions than a simple subtraction of low-activity from high-activity data, the scaled subtraction may not completely remove the jetlike contributions. This is so for two reasons. One, the away-side jetlike yield in a given $p_T$ range may not strictly scale with the near-side one between high- and low-activity collisions, depending on the details of dijet production and fragmentation. Two, the jetlike correlation shapes, being different on the near side, can also be different on the away side, e.g. due to increasing $k_T$ broadening (or acoplanarity) with event activity.

In summary, dihadron correlations are measured at midrapidity using the STAR TPC as function of the forward rapidity event activity in $d + Au$ collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV. The event activity is classified by the measured FTCP-Au forward charged particle multiplicity or the ZDC-Au zero-degree neutral energy. The correlated yields are extracted by subtracting the estimated background using ZYAM. It is found that the correlated yield is larger in high- than in low-activity collisions and the $\Delta \eta$-dependence of the observed yield difference resembles jetlike features, suggesting a jetlike origin. There could be multiple reasons for the difference, ranging from simple auto-correlation biases to physical differences between high- and low-activity $d + Au$ collisions. The away-side correlation difference is significantly diminished after scaling the low-activity data by the ratio of the near-side jetlike correlated yields. Our data demonstrate that the dihadron correlation difference between high- and low-activity events at RHIC is primarily due to jets. In $d + Au$ collisions at RHIC such event-selection effects on jetlike correlations must be addressed before investigating possible non-jet correlations such as anisotropic flow.
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